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The flow distribution characteristics at core inlet directly determines the thermal
and hydraulic characteristics in the core, and it is closely related to the safety of
nuclear reactor. The primary coolant is subjected to additional inertial force in
oceanmotion, which influence the flow distribution characteristics at core inlet. In
the present paper, numerical simulationmethod is adopted to analyze the coolant
flow distribution characteristics at core inlet of the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV)
of a Small Reactor under rolling condition. Then the results of the flow distribution
characteristics were compared with those under steady state. The results show
the variation range of flow distribution factors in each channel under rolling
condition is within 5%. And the uneven distribution of coolant at the core inlet
increases with the increase of rolling amplitude, and decrease with the rolling
period in short period. Standard deviation of flow distribution factor at the core
inlet changes little under rolling condition, which indicates the flow distribution at
the core inlet keeps good uniformity.
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1 Introduction

With the increasing maturity of nuclear energy technology, the research and application
of nuclear power plants under ocean conditions have garnered significant attention.
However, the motion generated under ocean conditions can exert additional forces on
the primary and secondary coolant loops, posing challenges to the reliability and safety of
nuclear reactors. Proper allocation of coolant flow distribution at core inlet under ocean
conditions can optimize nuclear fuel utilization efficiency, balance the temperature
distribution within the core, and prevent avoid accidents or malfunctions caused by fuel
assembly overheating or inadequate core cooling (Jeong et al., 2005).

The flow heat transfer characteristics of the core under the influence of oceanic
conditions can be obtained by system analysis program (Kim and Park, 1996; Kim et al.,
2001; Li et al., 2015; Li et al., 2020; Mesina et al., 2016; Tan et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2016; Yan
and Yu, 2011c.). However, many of these studies focus on the overall natural circulation
capability of nuclear reactors, and the calculation process mainly adopts one-dimensional
flow, which is unable to obtain the specific flow distribution inside the lower plenum under
ocean conditions. Consequently, research on the hydraulic behavior of nuclear reactors
under ocean conditions has shifted towards using Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
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software. The CFD analysis for the thermal hydraulic behavior
under rolling motion also mostly focus con natural circulation,
and is mainly about the single channel (such as tube, rectangular
channel and rod bundle) and complex channel includes reactor
pressure vessel (Yan et al., 2017; Tian et al., 2019). XJTU-NuTheL
team put forward the dynamic mesh method to analysis the
influence of ocean conditions (Chen et al., 2019). The research
shows that it is equivalent to the momentum source term method
(Yan et al., 2011d; Wei et al., 2011), but this method is simpler to
apply. Both Li et al. (2013) and Yan et al. (2011a) reveal that the
Nusselt number and frictional resistance coefficient oscillate
periodically with relative amplitude less than 10% in a narrow
rectangular channel under rolling motion. Yan et al. (2010a;
2010b; 2011a; 2011b; 2012a; 2012b) used CFD software to
conduct a systematic analog study on the natural circulation flow
of the core under ocean conditions. Firstly, they analyzed the
turbulent flow and heat transfer characteristics in a narrow
rectangular channel under rolling motion, the results indicates
that both k-ε and k-ω turbulence models were suitable for CFD
simulation under rolling motion, and the rolling motion would
make turbulent velocity more uniform (Yan et al., 2010a). Then, the
hydraulic behavior in typical 4 and 7 fuel bundles under ocean
conditions are analyzed by CFD methods, it is found that rolling
motion will affect the coolant flow and heat transfer characteristics
between rods in the channel and the influence is different between
two typical channel (Yan et al., 2010b; 2011b). Finally, they analyzed
the flow distribution at the core inlet under rolling motion with CFX
12.0. Their results revealed that the effect of rolling motion on flow
distribution and hydraulic behavior was not regular due to the
complex structure (2012a; 2012b), and Li et al. (2013) also found a
similar phenomenon.

To investigate the effects of rolling conditions on flow
distribution characteristics at core inlet during forced circulation
at full power operation, the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes
method is adopted for numerical simulation of the coolant
distribution at core inlet of a small pressurized water reactor
under both steady state and rolling conditions. Furthermore, the
impacts of varying rolling amplitudes and periods on flow
distribution at core inlet were compared.

2 Geometric model and numerical
simulation method

2.1 Geometric model

The Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) is a sealed container that
houses the reactor core and withstands the high-pressure operating
environment of the primary coolant loop. A series of improved and
optimized designs were carried out on the lower plenum of a certain
small pressurized water RPV, simplifying the internal structure of
the lower plenum. An annular flow distribution plate is installed
within the lower plenum to enhance flow characteristics, ensuring a
relatively uniform distribution of coolant before passing through the
core flow distribution plate. The coolant enters the pressure vessel
through the cold leg and then passes through from the descent
segment comprised of the RPV and reactor core barrel to the lower
plenum which includes the lower head, annular flow distribution

plate, and core flow distribution orifices. The overall geometric
model of the RPV is depicted in Figure 1.

2.2 Mathematical model and numerical
simulation method

2.2.1 Rolling motion model
RPV oscillates according to the simple harmonic motion law,

and its parameters such as angular displacement, angular velocity
and angular acceleration change with time as follows:

Angular displacement: θ � θm sin
2πt
T

+2kπ( ) (1)

Angular velocity: ω � θm
2π
T

cos
2πt
T

+2kπ( ) (2)

Angular acceleration: β � −θm 2π
T

( )2

sin
2πt
T

+2kπ( ) (3)

The rolling motion model used in the study is based on the rigid
motion model. In the rigid motion model, an acceleration term
resulting from additional inertial forces is added to the momentum
equation. In terms of grid motion, the grid velocity vg

→ is defined as
vg
→ � ωg

�→× �r, where ωg
�→ represents the given angular velocity, and �r is

the position vector of the grid vertex. The relative velocity is defined
as vr

→ � �v − vg
→, where �v is the absolute velocity. The basic governing

equations for rigid motion model are as follows:

FIGURE 1
Schematic diagram of RPV global geometric model.
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Continuity Equation:
∂
∂t

∫
V

ρdV +∮
A

ρvr
→d �a � ∫

V

SudV (4)

Where t is time, V is volume, a is the face vector, ρ is density, v is
velocity, and Su is the source term.

MomentumEquation:
∂
∂t

∫
V

ρ �vdV +∮
A

ρ �v ⊗ vr
→( ) · d �a

� ∮
A

�σ · d �a + ∫
V

f b
→
dV − ∫

V

ρ �ω × �vdV (5)

Where p is pressure, T is the viscous stress tensor,fb is volume force,
and Su is the source term.

Energy Equation:
∂
∂t

∫
V

ρEdV +∮
A

ρEvr
→ · d �a � −∮

A

�q · da+∮
A

�v · �σ( )

· d �a + ∫
V

f b
→ · �vdV − ∫

V

SEdV

(6)
Where E is total energy, H is total enthalpy, and Su is the
source term.

2.2.2 Boundary conditions and porous media
model

In the calculation process, a mass-flow-inlet boundary condition
is applied at the RPV inlet, with corresponding inlet turbulence
intensity and viscosity ratio settings. Both pressure outlets are set to
operating pressures, and the temperature boundary condition at the
outlets is set using the field function. The Realizable k-epsilon
turbulence model is used, along with the two-layer-all y+ wall
treatment method.

The core is simplified by using porous media model, and the
flow resistance model represented by Forchheimer (1901) is mostly
adopted:

Δp
L

� − av + bv2( ) (7)

Where Δp
L is the pressure gradient along the flow direction, v is the

apparent flow velocity of the material, a is the viscous resistance
coefficient, b is the inertia resistance coefficient.

Ergun (1952) modified the Forchheimer equation based on a
large number of particle-filled bed experiments and then obtained
the Ergun equation:

Δp
L

� − A
1 − ε( )2μ
ε3d2

p

v + B
1 − ε( )
ε3dp

ρv2⎛⎝ ⎞⎠ (8)

Where A is the dimensionless coefficient for the viscous term, B is
the dimensionless coefficient for the inertial term, ε is the material
porosity, dp is the particle diameter, μ is the dynamic viscosity, and ρ
is the density. For the empirical coefficients, this study uses the
values provided by Ergun: A = 175 and B = 1.75. The porosity
equivalent which is set at 0.5 in this study is the ratio of the effective
flow area to the area of the core. Based on the core pressure drop and
the actual coolant flow velocity at the core under full power
operation condition, the particle diameter dp is obtained by
substituting each parameter value into the Ergun equation. Then

the porous inertial resistance coefficient b is determined as 5,714 kg/
m4 and viscous resistance coefficient a is 0.019554 kg/(m3·s) which
are obtained by combining Eqs 7, 8. The porous media resistance
coefficients are set by using the principal tensor, they are set at their
original values (a = 0.019554 kg/(m3·s), b = 5,714 kg/m4) in the
z-axis, and 10 times original values (a = 0.019554 kg/(m3·s), b =
5,714 kg/m4) in the x and y directions.

3 Numerical simulation method
validation and verification

3.1 Validation of steady-state model and
grids independence

Due to the complexity of the flow region within the RPV, the
polyhedral meshes which allowing for better geometric adaptation
was used for simulation. Four different grid refinement schemes
were applied to the RPV, resulting in grids sizes of 2.39 million,
3.56 million, 5.98 million, and 9.68 million.

The flow path of the coolant within the RPV was divided into four
segments: Segment I is from the RPV inlet to the lower plenum inlet,
Segment II from the lower plenum to the core inlet, Segment III is from
the core inlet to the core outlet, and Segment IV is from the core outlet to
the RPV outlet. The percentage of resistance Fi in each section of RPV to
the total resistance F calculated by 9.68million grids is obtained by steady-
state calculation, and the results is shown in Table 1. The resistance for
each segment was obtained by subtracting the segment’s gravitational
pressure drop from the average absolute pressure values across its cross
sections. The variation in each segment’s resistance remained below 3%
after reaching 3.56 million grids, and with the grids refinement to
5.98 million, better convergence and more stable exit velocity were
observed. Considering both calculation speed and accuracy, further
calculations were carried out using the 5.98 million grids.

For the core inlet channels, the mass flow rates were normalized into
flow distribution factors qi, defined as the ratio of themass flow rateQi in
a specific channel to the average mass flow rate Qavg across all channels.

qi � Qi

Qavg
(9)

The standard deviation of the flow distribution factors can be
used to quantitatively analyze the uniformity of coolant flow
distribution at core inlet. The formula for the standard deviation is:

σ �

∑n
i�1

xi − �x( )2

n

√√
(10)

Where σ is the standard deviation of the flow distribution factors, xi
represents the flow distribution factor for each channel, and �x is the
theoretical average flow distribution factor, which is equal to 1.

The normalized flow distribution factor gained from the steady-
state calculation results with 5.98 million grids was compared with
experimental data, as shown in Table 2. The discrepancies between
the steady-state calculation results and experimental data for all
channels were below 3%, demonstrating the accuracy of the
numerical simulation method employed. The standard deviation
of the steady-state flow distribution factors was calculated to be σ =
0.02892, indicating small flow deviations among the channels.
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3.2 Validation of the rolling motion model

3.2.1 Single-phase water flow experiment in a
vertically rolling pipe

To validate the accuracy of the CFDmodel in simulating coolant
flow characteristics under ocean conditions, an experiment was
conducted involving single-phase water flow in a vertically rolling

pipe. The relative layout of the experimental setup is illustrated in
Figure 2. The setup includes a rolling platform, a test section, a
circulation water tank, a storage tank, and a measurement system.
The test section comprises a smooth stainless steel pipe with an
inner diameter of 16 mm and a length of 3.4 m. In the experiment,
the fluid is pumped from the circulation water tank and flows
upward through the vertical pipe, then passes through bends and

TABLE 1 Validation of grids independence.

Resistance/Grid number 239 million 356 million 598 million 968 million

total resistance/Ftotal (%) 100.50 100 100.3 100

FⅠ/Ftotal (%) 30.38 31.28 31.43 31.41

FⅡ/Ftotal (%) 14.20 13.90 14.25 14.20

FⅢ/Ftotal (%) 33.58 33.5 33.69 34.78

FⅣ/Ftotal (%) 22.33 21.95 20.93 20.64

TABLE 2 The error value of flow distribution factor of calculation compared with experiment.

Channel A B C D E F G

1 -- -- 1.23% 2.88% 1.95% -- --

2 -- 0.00% 1.11% 0.47% 1.80% 1.41% --

3 −2.75% 0.09% 0.11% −0.45% 0.39% −0.08% −0.24%

4 −1.60% −0.78% −1.29% −0.38% −1.88% −0.77% −1.54%

5 −0.56% −0.50% −1.04% −1.02% −1.11% −2.55% −1.21%

6 -- −0.27% 1.47% 1.22% −0.38% 1.09% --

7 -- -- 1.62% 1.59% 2.71% -- --

FIGURE 2
Schematic diagram of rolling experiment bench.
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horizontal sections before entering the storage tank. The bottom of
the storage tank is connected to the circulation water tank, and after
the experiment, the water from the storage tank is discharged into
the circulation water tank.

3.2.2 Analysis of numerical simulation results
A CFD geometric model was created in proportion to the

experimental setup, and numerical simulations were conducted
for different flow rates with a rolling angle of 20° and a rolling
period of 10 s. These numerical simulation scenarios were then
compared to the corresponding experimental conditions.

Figure 3 shows the comparison between simulated and experimental
friction pressure drops at flow rates of 1.1 m3/h and 2.5 m3/h, with
average percentage errors of 7.16% and 7.51%. Figure 4 presents the
comparison of simulated and experimental measuring point pressure at

flow rates of 1.1 m3/h and 2.5 m3/h. In terms of the pressure at the inlet
point A in the measurement section, the simulated values exhibit smaller
errors compared to friction pressure drops, with average errors of 0.91%
and 7.3% at flow rates of 1.1 m3/h and 2.5 m3/h. These results
demonstrate that the adopted rolling motion model can effectively
simulate the flow process within the pipe under rolling conditions.

4 Rolling condition results

4.1 Flow distribution characteristics at core
inlet under rolling conditions

A simulation was conducted for RPVwith a rolling angle of 22.5°

and rolling period of 7 s. The schematic diagram of the rolling

FIGURE 3
The comparison of friction pressure drop: (A) 1.1 m3/h. (B) 2.5 m3/h.

FIGURE 4
The comparison of inlet pressure value of pressure measuring section: (A) 1.1 m3/h. (B) 2.5 m3/h.
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motion is shown in Figure 5, where the rolling axis is aligned with
the bow-stern direction. In the first half of the period, RPV rolls to
starboard side, followed by port side in the second half.

Figure 6 depicts the pressure contours at 1.75 s when RPV
achieves the maximum starboard-side rolling angle, and at t =
5.25 s when RPV reaches the maximum port-side rolling angle. It
is evident that the pressure increases in the direction of rolling
during the rolling process. Figure 7 displays the velocity vectors in

the lower plenum at 1.75s when RPV achieves the maximum
starboard-side rolling angle. This illustrates that the uniformity of
flow distribution at the core inlet is maintained well during the
rolling process. Flow distribution factor curves for channels B2 and
F6 which symmetrically distributed about the rolling axis, as well as
edge channels F4 and G4, are plotted against time in Figure 9. The
position of channel B2, A4, G4 and F6 is shown in Figure 8, and the
reason for choosing these channels is that the rolling impact is

FIGURE 6
Cross-sectional pressure field of RPV in rolling direction: (A) 1.75 s. (B) 5.25 s.

FIGURE 5
Schematic diagram of rolling motion.
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relatively large on them. Under rolling conditions, the flow
distribution factor curves of various channels exhibit periodic
variations resembling sine or cosine functions. Notably, the
curves of B2 and F6 show opposite phase differences on either
side of the oscillation axis. Compared with steady-state results, the
variations of flow distribution factors for all channels remain
within ±5% (comparable to the flow distribution factor variation
of channel F6, which exhibits the largest deviation), indicating that
the impact of rolling conditions on flow distribution at core inlet is
relatively minor.

4.2 Influence of rolling amplitude on flow
distribution

Maintaining a rolling period of 7 s, different rolling angles were set
at 5°, 9°, 13°, 18°, and 22.5°. Figure 10 illustrates the time-varying curves
of the flow distribution factor for channel B2 under different rolling
angles. The amplitude of flow distribution factor variation increases
with increasing rolling angle. Channels B2, C3, D4, E5, and F6 (their
position is shown in Figure 11), symmetrically distributed about the
rolling axis, were selected to plot flow distribution factor curves under
different rolling angles at 1.75 s and 5.25 s, as shown in Figure 12.
Channels B2, C3, D4, E5, and F6 correspond to horizontal axis
channel numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. At 1.75 s, when RPV rolls to
the starboard side, the flow distribution factors of channels D4, E5,
and F6 those located near the right roll are reduced to varying degrees
compared with steady-state results. And the C3 channel has the largest
flow distribution factor variation range as the minimum flow
distribution factor is 0.994 at 22.5° and maximum 1.034 which is
only 4% larger than 0.994. Similarly, at 5.25 s when RPV rolls to the
port side, the flow distribution factors of channels B2, C3, and
D4 those situated near the left roll, experience different degrees of
reduction compared to steady-state results. This is attributed to the
obstructive effect of additional forces on fluid in the rolling direction
under rolling conditions. And the D4 channel has the largest flow

FIGURE 7
Velocity vector diagram of port and starboard side cross-section when RPV rolling to starboard side.

FIGURE 8
Position diagram of channel B2, A4, G4 and F6.

FIGURE 9
Variation of flow distribution factor of typical channel with time
under rolling condition.
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distribution factor variation range as the minimum flow distribution
factor is 0.985 at 7° and maximum 1.029 which is only 4.5% larger
than 0.994. For both two time points, the amplitude of flow
distribution factor variation in most channels increases with
increasing rolling angle. However, there is no evident regularity in
the variation of flow distribution factor for certain local channels with
rolling angle. Figure 13 illustrates the standard deviation of flow
distribution factor under different rolling angles reveals differences
under different rolling angles. Generally, as the rolling angle increases,
the flow distribution at core inlet becomes less uniform. However,
compared to steady-state results, the standard deviation change
remains within the range of approximately from −0.004 to 0.002,
which indicates that the flow distribution at core inlet maintains good
uniformity under varying rolling amplitudes.

4.3 Influence of rolling period on flow
distribution

Maintaining an oscillation angle of 13°, the rolling periods were
set at 5s, 7s, 10s, 13s, and 15s. The relationship between the flow

distribution factor for channel B2 and the rolling period is shown in
Figure 14. The horizontal axis represents time divided by the rolling
period (t/T). Figure 14 indicates that a smaller rolling period leads to
greater variations in the flow distribution factor. Figure 15 displays
the flow distribution factor curves for channels B2, C3, D4, E5, and
F6 under different rolling periods at time points 5 s and 10 s. The
C3 channel has the largest flow distribution factor variation range as
the minimum flow distribution factor is 0.991 when period is 10 s
and maximum 1.021 which is only 3% larger than 0.991 at time 5 s.

FIGURE 10
Variation of flowdistribution factor of channel B2with time under
different rolling amplitudes.

FIGURE 11
Schematic diagram of channel B2, C3, D4, E5 and F6.

FIGURE 12
Flow distribution factors of typical channels under different
rolling amplitude: (A) 1.75 s. (B) 5.25 s.

FIGURE 13
Standard deviation of flow distribution factor under different
rolling amplitudes.
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And The D3 channel has the largest flow distribution factor
variation range as the minimum flow distribution factor is
1.004 when period is 5 s and maximum 1.029 which is only 2.5%
larger than 1.004 at time 10 s. Due to the varying periods, the
position of RPV during rolling differs at 5 s and 10 s, leading to
different effects on flow distribution. Despite these differences, the
flow distribution factor variations remain within ±5% compared to
steady-state results for all periods.

The standard deviation of the flow distribution factor under
different rolling periods is shown in Figure 16. A smaller rolling

period results in greater variations in the standard deviation.
However, when T ≥ 13 s, the impact of the rolling period on
flow distribution becomes minor as the curves for.

13 s and 15 s in Figure 16 almost completely overlap. Overall, the
standard deviation of the flow distribution factor for different rolling
periods undergoes only minor changes compared to steady-state
results, with variations ranging from approximately −0.005 to 0.002.
This also underscores that the flow distribution at core inlet can
maintain good uniformity under various rolling periods.

5 Conclusion

Numerical simulations were conducted to investigate the flow
distribution characteristics at core inlet of a small pressurized water
reactor RPV under rolling condition by using the rigid motion
model. The main conclusions are as follows.

(1) Under rolling conditions, the flow distribution factors of coolant
channels in the core exhibit periodic variations resembling sine
or cosine functions. Furthermore, channels symmetrically
distributed about the rolling axis demonstrate opposite phase
differences in flow distribution factors.

(2) The variation amplitude of flow distribution factors for core
channels is influenced by both the rolling amplitude and
rolling period. Compared to steady-state results, the
majority of channel flow distribution factors exhibit
increased variation amplitudes with rolling oscillation
angle and decreased amplitudes with larger oscillation
periods. However, for oscillation periods T ≥ 13s, the
influence of the rolling period on flow distribution
becomes limited.

(3) Overall, the influence of rolling conditions on flow
distribution at core inlet is limited. Compared to steady-
state conditions, the variation amplitudes of flow distribution
factors for various channels remain within 5%. Additionally,
the change of flow distribution factors is minimal, ranging
from approximately −0.005 to 0.002. These findings
emphasize that the flow distribution at core inlet can still
maintain good uniformity under rolling conditions. (Wu
et al., 2016).

FIGURE 14
Variation of flowdistribution factor of channel B2with time under
different rolling periods.

FIGURE 15
Flow distribution factors of typical channels under different
rolling periods: (A) 5 s. (B) 10 s.

FIGURE 16
Standard deviation of flow distribution factor under different
rolling periods.
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